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FOREWORD
Business la Built on Bojces
Business ---the exchange of goods---requlres pack-
aging. Goods must be not only planned and produced but
packaged as well. Perhaps, In prehistoric times. If a cave
man made a better bone hook or spear than his neighbor they
would come to him, and after barter, carry It away. Now,
however, the day of beating a path for the better mouse-trap
has passed. Products today must be packaged to meet the
market. While packaging Is of many kinds, the vast multi-
tude of packaging needs are met best by paper boxes. They
are a cornerstone of commerce without uhlch business would
find Itself In chaos. They offer business an essential
threefold service; shipping, selling and storing.
Boxes not only make possible the continuance of
existing commerce but In many Instances Increase Its voliime.
Many business houses have been built to sizeable proportions
on the Increased volume created by boxes. The well-designed
and appropriate box significantly enhances the saleablllty
of the product. Not only does It fix firmly In the public
mind the product's Identity but It provides a potential sales
weapon In Its large, versatile display space. There are but
a few products that do not lend themselves to the perfect
packaging possibilities of the paper box. Prom clothing to
cosmetics or tobacco to toys, the paper box gives service to
the business world.

Introduction
The post war clamor for mass produced goods has
subsided. Today, mass producers are waging a free-for-all
battle for sales.
With the return of competitive buying, manufac-
turers and wholesalers in many lines of endeavor, all over
the country, are cudgeling their brains and spending their
cash on plans for better presentation of their merchandise.
The sale of more brand name merchandise through
more retail outlets to more consumers than at any period
heretofore is no longer an ambition of American marketing
leaders—-it is now a reality.
Attractive and compelling packages, all but for-
gotten during the critical war years, have now reached a
position of prime merchandising importance.
The rejuvenation of the package as a selling tool
in our post war economy has naturally rekindled controver-
sies native to the packaging industry.
One of the least discussed, yet one of the most
evident, is the present though silent competition between
the folding paperboard box and the set up paperboard box.
Spokesmen of the folding carton field have de-
voted little in the way of printed discussion on the rela-
tive position of the two. This complacency is attributed
to the steady and remarkable increase in both unit produc-
tion and dollar volume of folding cartons during the past

decad©» On the other hand, set up box manufacturers are
well aware of a distinct, decreasing trend in unit produc-
tion of their product • This is attributed mainly to a
steady switching from set up to folding. Rather than going
after the lost business, set up manufacturers devote them-
selves generally to maintaining their position by increased
concentration on boxes of more intricate construction and
design, which command higjier selling prices. Their policy
of specialization, coupled with the advent of the transparent
container, has brought about a remarkable increase in their
dollar sales volume even though unit production has fallen
off.
It is not the writer »s purpose to show that the
great increase in folding carton business is due solely to
an infl\ix of set up business, nor that folding cartons fit
into our economic system better than set up boxes. Both
styles theoretically have definite positions in our market-
ing structure. The steady advancement of folding carton
business is accounted for to a large extent by the influx
of set up business, though probably to a greater degree
through the promotion of new packaging fields.
The problem to which this thesis will be confined
lies in the economic and marketing advantages and disadvant-
ages present by the preference of one form over the other.
In short, it will be the objective of this thesis to attempt
to define the economic position of both folding and set up

boxes in the packaging field.
To fulfill the objective of this thesis, the
writer will attempt to present an exhaustive description
of each form of paperboard carton. By discussing the ad-
vantages and limitations of each and portraying the differ-
ent styles within each form, a basic yet well-rounded under-
standing of folding and set up boxes should be reached.
Then, a historical analysis should provide a picture of the
comparative development of both forms, as well as a statis-
tical portrayal of the position each holds In our economy.
With this knowledge In hand, a presentation of the problems
encoxintered by concerns faced with the decision as to which
form to select for their products, theory and practical ex-
perience will be combined to provide a more thorough under-
standing of the problem at hand. With all this then. It
Is felt that an answer closer to the truth may be developed
In the concluding analysis of this presentation.

I. THE FOLDING BOX
A» What is a Foldlnp; Bo3c?
Before entering into a discussion covering the
importance and advantages of folding boxes, it might be well
to define specifically the kind of boxes that are being dis-
cussed. Folding boxes as used herein are boxes made from
bending paperboard varying in thickness from about .012 to
.060 of an inch. These boxes are shipped flat or knocked
down flat to the buyers so that they must be set up either
by hand or by machine before or at the same time they are
filled. After filling, they are closed by locking or seal-
ing the flaps with glue.
B. Extent of Use
To appreciate the vital part that paperboard con-
tainers, in general, and folding boxes in particular, play
in the nation »s economy, the following table showing the num-
ber of paperboard containers used per day in 1947 is cited.
Table I. PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS USED PER DAY
Types of Number Used
Containers Per Day in 1947
Folding Cartons 223,600,000
Set Up Boxes 17,500,000
Fibre Cans and Tubes 7,200,000
Corrugated & Solid Fibre Boxes . . .
.
. 17.100>000
Total .265.500.000
Fibre Containers
,
August, 1948 p86.

"In 1947 the figure of 96,8 billion car-
tons was equivalent to about 265 billion
containers per day, or equivalent to over
1,8 containers per day for every man, wo-
man and child in the country," (1)
The same analysis applied to folding cartons re-
veals that in 1947, every man, woman and child in the U. S*
used one and a half folding boxes per day.
It is difficult for many to conceive that the fig-
ures on usage are as large as they are, but they are under-
stood when it is considered that practically every item we
consume requires a box. Thus, as we move through the day
most everything we touch and consixme involves the consump-
tion of at least a part of a box.
The fulcriam upon which the folding paper box ele-
vated itself to its present lofty position in the packaging
field is mass production. As American industry reached its
maturity in the last century, mass production of consumer
goods required a package which would deliver these goods to
consumers throughout the coimtry in uniformly satisfactory
condition which would unmistakably identify the brand of the
product and which could itself be mass produced. That pack-
age is the folding paper box. The box industry has grown
with the development of America and today the folding box
retains a pre-eminent place as a low cost mass production
(1) Fibre Containers . August, 1948, pl04.

package. Sales of folding boxes during the year 1947 to-
taled 1455,702,500. (1)
C. Variety of Styles
Infinite variety, as can be seen in the illustra-
tions on the pages which follow, is the most notable charac-
teristic of the folding paper box. Literally hundreds of
variations in style and construction have been developed to
meet the varying merchandising needs of the great assortment
of products packaged. However, the illustrations in the
ensuing section cover most of the important styles of folding
boxes
•
The almost limitless niimber of styles, in itself an
advantage, has on the other hand caused endless woe to mass
producing manufacturers. Because of patent restrictions, not
all of these can be manufactured by any one company. Patent-
ed cartons have been so designed that any information on the
patent or for the purchase of a particular style, a prospect-
ive user must go to that particular manufacturer claiming the
patent rights
•
The number of styles in which a box may be construct
ed is limited only by human Ingenuity. It is difficult to
conceive of any packaging quality or property which cannot
be built into a folding box, and it is equally difficult to
(1) National Paperboard Association, Paperboard Industry
Statistics. 1947 .

conceive of any product for which the folding box Is not a
satisfactory package.
D« Paperhoard Properties
In addition to styles In construction, other fac-
tors offer the user of folding cartons a wide choice. Paper-
boards, for example, come in a variety of grades, colors and
thicknesses. The carton may be printed In a number of colors
by either letterpress or lithography, A variety of special
treatments either of the board or the printed carton may give
It specially desired characteristics. Varnish, lacquer, par-
affin or cellulose film may be applied or the board may be
embossed,
••certain grades of board are In common use
for folding and set up boxes. Paperboard
Is made up of different materials and come
In different thicknesses, dependent upon
the size and style of the box and the exact
packaging use to which It will be put," (1)
Table II lists the grades of paperboard and the
materials from which they are most commonly made,
**Waste papers, chief source of raw materials,
are sorted Into many classes, each commanding
a different price, according to the fibre con-
tent. Papers containing strong white fibres
bring the highest price and from there range
downward to mixed papers, the lowest class.
Pulp, although the average In use Is less In
volume. Is an Important element In many fur-
nishes In producing the quality and surface
effect required. There are three kinds of
(1) Whiting, Grafton, Packaging Catalog, 1945 . New Yorlc^N.Y.,
Breskln & Charlton Publishing Company, pp 150-1
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pulp in common use: namely, sulfite,
sulfate or kraft and ground wood. These
may be bleached or unbleached and prices
will vary accordingly," (1)
E. Printing Qualities
All the general advantages of unit packaging-
convenience, protection, brand identification, standard of
quality, guarantee of an honest measure, defense against
substitution, ease in handling, and display-—are present
in the folding paper box. In addition, it has certain spe-
cific characteristics which make it attractive to a wide
variety of consumer goods. One of these is its adaptability
to high quality printing, which can greatly enhance the sales
appeal of its product. Consumer sales can be generated by
an efficiently printed design. A combination of good print-
ing and an appealing package design is an effective lure of
impulse buying. It is this attribute in the folding paper
box that has inspired many marketers to say that packages are
"silent salesmen"*
Since paperboard is made from a combination of ma-
terials it is readily possible to produce a boxboard with a
fine white printing surface on one side and an economical
filler on the other. Whereas other packages may be decora-
ted with labels and other similar materials, folding cartons
(1) ibid., p 131
J
assiune the printing as an integral part of themselves.
P, Quality Impression
Although the set up box, because of its inherent
advantage of rigidity and its adaptability to expensive
wrappings, can create the impression of quality much better
than the folding box, the folding box still lays authentic
claims in portraying impressions of quality.
Albert Knerr, Container Corporation of America's
renowned artist and package designer, has simulated leather,
velvet and other expensive set up box wrappers in his package
designs that have amazed the most critical packaging experts.
A particular example of this was shown to a large eastern
concern by Mr. Knerr. This company had been packaging an
expensive article in a leather bound case. Mr. Knerr claimed
that he could produce the same quality effect and the same,
if not better, protective construction in a folding box. The
challenge was accepted. Today, this article that had been
retailed in a leather bound set up box for years is now being
transported, displayed and sold in an attractive folding box
with a **leather'* printed effect.
This particular instance is not cited to prove that
the folding carton is superior to the set up box. Not in
the least. It is cited to show that folding cartons are
adaptable and flexible enough to suit a wide latitude of con-
i
ditions. In the particular case cited, the main advantage
secured was not only the ability to match the set up In
strength and design, but also to give the customer an effi-
cient and attractive box at a more economical price
•
G. Product Visibility
If the consumer Is Interested In looking at the
contents of a package and If opening It Is not feasible, the
folding carton has a particular advantage, **Wlndows" may
be cut out of the box during Its fabrication and transparent
lumarlth or cellophane applied In a high speed operation.
The resulting package has the rigidity and protective strength
of the carton plus a high degree of visibility.
H. Laminated & Waxed Cartons
There are several processes by which parchment,
glasslne, tinfoil and other materials may be applied to a
folding box to provide It with greaseproof qualities. The
material may be Impregnated In the board or retained as an
outer layer through a laminating process. The parchment,
glasslne or similar material Is laminated to the paperboard
by a mlcro-crystallne, amorphous wax (or other adheslves)
which provides the carton not only with greaseproof but molast-
ure proof qualities as well.
Bakery cartons constructed of laminated greaseproof
paperboard with mols tureproof cellophane ^windows" have been

known to keep bakery products as fresh a week later as the
day the product left the oven* Bakery cartons of such
construction provide both protection to the product and in-
creased saleabillty of the product*
A principal development of the folding box has been
the water-vaporproof container used to package butter, lard,
fish and many frozen foods. Wax coated or wax saturated
paperboard provides this resistance to moisture, and enables
the carton to retain its strength and shape en route to the
consumer's kitchen. Paraffined cartons also provide sub-
stantial "water-vaporproofness " and **gasproofness thus
retaining freshness in the packaged product while resisting
permeation by odors at the same time»
There are no limitations in the printing of par-
affined cartons because the box blank is first printed and
then coated or saturated with a transparent wax. In most
cases, the wax coating adds a lustre and a better appearance
to the carton.
Another quality or property of folding cartons lies
in the fact that paperboard may be manufactured so as to pro-
vide an excellent outer surface for printing a clear design,
and an inner surface that will not harm the product packaged.
This particular feature is best exemplified by the solid
bleached sulphite board used in the manufacture of linerless
ice cream cartons. Linerless ice cream cartons are further
i
10
treated with a special, high-gloss, hard-surface wax on the
inner surface to protect the product. The outer surface
is treated with a lighter, egg-shell wax coating which af-
fords adequate protection against attack by moisture from
the outside, (l)
I. Display-Selling Impact
There are literally hundreds of styles of folding
cartons which offer complete protection to their products
while in transit, and then on the retailer's counter are
converted into attractive displays which invite impulse pur-
chases on the part of customers,
A good package is measured by its selling impact--
not by artistic beauty. The final decision as to whether
a package is good or bad is made at the point of sale. That
is the only place where package design can be tested. Suc-
cess in the market place is proof of good package design even
if it violates every known principle of artistic design.
Because of an infinite variety of styles to choose from, print-
ing as an integral part of the folding carton, rigidity in con-
struction, display features, strength and protection, a package
designer with the qualifications of a sales engineer has a wide
choice of features to design a box that will incorporate that
selling Impact—-so vital in today's competitive retail market.
(1) Lyons, Owen E., Packaging Catalog, 1945 . New York, N. Y.,
Breskln & Charlton Publishing Company, p 144.
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J» standardization
Another major feature of the folding carton Is
Its standardization. Like any other mass production prod- •
uct. It Is manufactured by precision methods and with very
close tolerances. This fact is especially Important to
large scale packagers who use high speed filling machinery^
Standardization Is also Important for the efficient operation
of production-pacing, automatic box forming machines such as
the Kllk Lok, General Mills and Brlghtwood.
Automatic box forming machines are known to operate
at speeds of from 60 to as high as 200 boxes a minute. High
speed box forming machines are ingenious and simple. They
have relatively few parts, and most of these are fully exposed
for rapid adjustment. Some form boxes by glueing and sta-
pling, others by self-locking features of the box blank itself.
The Important consideration here is that each die -cut blank
is precisely uniform in size, shape and caliper.
Rigidity, the prime advantage of the set up box,
is emulated by the types of carton blanks used in the Kllk
Lok, General Mills and Brlghtwood box forming methods, sam-
ples of which are displayed on the following inserts. Rig-
idity in this type of folding box is certainly equal, if not
superior, to the rigidity attained in the average set up box.
Of course, in the case of the Kllk Lok blank you have the
disadvantage of an irregular outer surface which is not con-
iIf
*
General Mills
Finished^Edge Carton Set-up Macltiite
MODEL A
Automatically sets up open top double-
wall trays or cartons from die-cut blanks.
Trays are turned out with all four edges
finished. They may be used as is, or as tops
and bottoms of telescope boxes. These are
widely used for packaging candies, pharma-
ceuticals, cosmetics, frozen meats and fish,
pre-packaged meats and foods, rubber and
sporting goods. They make excellent counter
display boxes for candy bars, chewing gum
and other products packed in small individ-
ual packages. The web corner construction
of the finished edge carton prevents leakage
when packing fish, frozen food, etc. Cartons
are neatly squared, have sturdy, straight sides
and hold their shape perfectly.
TOILETRIES
irS FULLY AUTOMATIC irS BUILT TO LAST
Requires no operator— one person can supply
carton blanks to several machines and assist with
the filling operation besides.
IT'S FAST
Speeds of up to 90 cartons per minute are possible.
Two speed ranges are available: 40-90 cartons per
minute, and 20-50 cartons per minute.
Frame is welded structviral steel, panels are stain-
less steel. High speed or heavily loaded bearings
are sealed, self-aligning ball type. Lighter duty
bearings are replaceable bronze bushings. Standard
roller chain is used. Overall mechanical design is
soundly engineered to assure trouble-free con-
tinuous operation.
Standard equipment includes 110-220 volt, 60-
cycle, single phase, Vi HP motor and a hand-wheel
controlled variable speed unit.
IT'S FLEXIBLE
Handles any size carton from 2" to 7" in width, 4"
to 14"^in lepgth and 1" to 2^ " in height. Maximum
size of carton blank, 11" by 20". Change-over from
one size to another is a simple 10 -minute job of
replacing the mandrel and carton former. Your
present carton can easily be redesigned to conform
to the, machine's reqviirements without altering
capacity or style.
IT'S MEC44ANICALLY SIMPLE
CartCjJi magazine holds approximately 400 blanks
whicR are automatically fed and mechanically
aUgnad. Cartons are set up by a vertically recip-
rocating mandrel and delivered from the machine
in an orderly end-to-end position on a conveyor.
The machine's dimensions are as follows:
WITH
HOPPER
WITHOUT
HOPPER
HEIGHT 57" 49"
LENGTH 44" 28"
WIDTH 26y4" 2614"
v/s
>J.
LITHO USA
KLIKLOK
A-2
AUTOMATIC
BOX FORMER
Trays are automatically formed, the speeds depend-
ing on container size. Maximum speed: 100 a
minute. Size is quickly adjustable within range of
the machine by the turning of a knob.
Trays are designed to fit your particular product.
See other side for details.
KLIKLOK Automatic Box Former
can be easily synchronized to your production
line, and its speed regulated by the turn of a
knob, speed depending on tray size; mimimum:
20 a minute; maximum; 100 a minute. A
compact unit, KLIKLOK Box Former requires
very little floor space. Size is: width: 36";
length: 48"; over-all height: 60"; height to
loading magazine: 40"; motor requirements:
%-horsepower; 220 or 440 volts AC. Other
power specifications on request.
KLIKLOK BOX FOLDING MACHINES CAPACITY SPECIFICATIONS MODEL A-2
Tray Type Box Blank
A B D E F G H
A-2 Maximum 12" IBi/i" 10" Less FFGG 8" 31/4" 4" less F 314"
Minimum 2Va" 41/2" 3" Less FFGG I1/4" %" 0"
I and K dimensions must include a minimum of 2'/2" of straight edge for
blank operation on V-2 or V-3 machines. L-F and A-2 machines do not
require this condition.
BOX
H SIDE PANEL
BOX
BOTTOTvl LENGTH
BOX
BOTTOM
W
H
H
box:
SIDE PAWEL-
CORNER.
POST
( fVlD£0 SOU
END
CORNER
posr
CD
P-.
H
USES
Baked goods, including
Cookies
Cakes
Doughnuts
Pies
BunSf crackers, pretzels, rolls
Fresh fruit
Fresh vegetables
Frozen foods
Packaged pre-cut meat
Dried fruits
Fish
Candies
Chewing gum
Drug products, including
Cosmetics
Manicure Sets
Shoe polishing sets
Toothbrushes
Leather goods, including
Belts
Wallets
Billfolds
Suspenders
Memo books
Watch straps
Clothing items, such as
Neckties
Handkerchiefs
Socks
Stockings
Girdles
Gloves
Underwear
Slippers
Tennis sneakers
Bathing shoes
Automotive parts, accessories
Airplane parts
Hardware items
Smokers' supplies, such as
Tobacco
Pipes
Lighters
Cigarettes
Stationery items, such as
Pencils
Small items for the desk
Pen and pencil sets
Small items, such as
Tie clasps
Cuff links
Costume jewelry
Button sets
Spool thread
Knitting yarn
Golf or tennis balls
Fishing flies and tackle
Playing cards
Souvenirs
And innumerable other small
and medium size articles.
Fully Automatic
ROTARY FEED BRIGHTWOOD BOX MACHINE
1-
-4-1
1
1
1
J 1
1
t-w-
1
I 1
M L— ©1*
I
I
^ I
The BRIGHTWOOD Box Machine is a flexible machine for gluing and forming folding boxes from flat prc-cut
and creased (or scored) blanks. In addition to one-piece hinge-cover boxes, two-piece boxes with full telescope
covers or shallow lids, trays, etc., it can be ecjuipped to produce solid bottom cartons glued on two vertical sides, for
such items as dessert powders, cake mixes, playing cards, etc. The BRIGHTWOOD can also be equipped for making
tapered cartons, such as used for ice cream, or tapered tomato trays, etc.
The Rotary Feed BRIGHTWOOD Machine is a fully automatic model designed especially for continuous
operation. It is widely adjustable, but it is most valuable where size changes are infrequent. Where there is steady,
uninterrupted operation on one size of box, the fully automatic Rotary Feed is particularly advantageous in giving
increased daily production. On the Rotary Feed machine the blanks can be replenished at any time while the machine
is in operation, thus avoiding even momentary interruptions for renewal of the blank supply.
It requires only part time of one attendant to replenish the blank magazine, thus permitting one operator to
attend more than one machine.
The Rotary Feed is simple in design and fast in operation, providing continuous feeding of the blanks by
comliing wheel feed. An advantageous feature of the Rotary Feed BRIGHTWOOD is that only one blank at a
time is placed on the gluing platform, thus assuring a pertect gluing job for every box.
The BRIGHTWOOD Machine uses cold water glue. After application of the glue the box is formed and
pressure is applied to provide positive adhesion, and the completed box is discharged, ready for use. The BRIGHT-
WOOD handles prepared flat blanks, either creased or scored, plain or printed, made from bendable or unbendablc
stock, ranging in thickness from .01 o to .07.") caliper, at running speeds up to 60 pieces per minute. The Rotary Feed
BRIGHTVX'OOD Machine will handle lioth single wall and double wall blanks, including blanks having a metal edge
(such as for wax paper roll cartons).
Changeover time requires approximately .'^0 minutes for a minor size change (such as changing from box to
corresponding full telescope cover), up to about 90 minutes for a major change.
In referring to the box dimension specifications shown hereunder and on the reverse side, it should be borne
in mind that all maximum limits or all minimum limits cannot be incorporated in the same box. The width plus one
depth limitation of 12 inches can l)c increased to 14 inches by the addition of standard equipment for that purpose.
We also manufacture a COLLAPSING UNIT which can be attached to the BRIGHTWOOD. Our
LINIVERSAL COLLAPSER is used for "knocking down" or folding the formed boxes as they emerge from the
BRIGHTWOOD Machine, thus facilitating storage or shipment of l)oxes.
SPECIFICATIONS
(see also reverse side)
Machine
Size
Floor
Space
Weight
(lbs.)
Motor
Size
HP
Running
Speed
Per Min
Depth Width Length One width plu^
one depth can
not exceed
Largest flat
blank that can
be handledMin. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
4" 72"xl48" 4500 1/3 55-()0 /" 1" 2" 15/" 12" 21/"x24"
()" T2"xl48" 4G00 1/2 50-GO 1^" 1" 9><" 2" 15><" 12" 31/"x24"
UNITED STATES AUTOMATIC BOX MACHINERY CO., INC.
(Divisions: National Packaging Machinery Co.—Cartoning Machinery Corp.)
18 ARBORETUM ROAD
ROSLINDALE 31, BOSTON. MASS.
Branch Oftices: NEW YORK CLEVELAND CHICAGO
T nc: ANirPi Kt; /krugh equipment \LOS GELES [ ^ SUPPLY CO. )
BRIGHTWOOD BOX and BLANK SIZE RANGE
24.' MA>v
' ROTARY FEED BRIGHTWOOD MACHENE,
END SHEDDER TYPE
This machine is ideal for ghii^'^R ^^^fl setting
up large volume runs of small or shallow boxes,
specifically those with a depth of 2}i" or less.
It is most serviceable for plants requiring a mini-
mum of box size changes, for items such as
chewing gum, cigarettes, cand\
,
etc.
4^' MAX
2l'/£ MA.X.
6" ROTARY FEED BRIGHTWOOD MACHINE,
END SHEDDER TYPE
This model is similar to the 4" Rotar}' Feed
except that it has a greater size range, specifically
as to depth. Although this machine is primarily
built for large volume runs, it is also used for
setting up numerous different sizes because of its
wide size range and easy adjustability, and can be
used for producing boxes for cheese, candy dis-
pla}', hardware, tapered ice cream pails, etc.
This circular has been printed better to acquaint you with BKIGHTVi OOD Box Machines and to show in
a general way their standard size limitations. If you have a box problem which is not clarified herein do not
liesilate to ask us for furtlier information in reference to special and extreme box size limits.
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duclve to superior printed designs. In the case of the
Brightwood blank, this handicap is overcome because the
blank is glued and not self-locked, as in the case of the
Klik Lok blank.
In conclusion, it must be noted that box forming
machines are only adaptable to large volume packaging.
K. Kaleidoscopic Packaging
An attractive feature of the folding box that has
not been mentioned is its secondary utility or kaleidoscopic
packaging. Advertising men are not altogether joking when
they say they make their living with box tops. Paperboard
cutouts of all kinds have long been recognized as profitable
sales builders. They may be built right into the box while
it is being manufactured without extra cost. Although ka-
leidoscopic packaging, creating a demand for the package as
well as for the contents, is a recognized builder of sales
volume it should not be considered a substitute for funda-
mental product quality and packaging soundness. It should
be noted also that possible extra costs to the marketer are
involved, as brought out by the following from P. H. Nystrom»s
••Marketing Handbook":
"Dealers may be prejudiced against this
type of packaging because it may not in-
crease their sales of the type of product
involved to any worthwhile extent and at
the same time it may require an increase
in the time required to complete a trans-
I
action involving the sale of the item
and an increase in total inventory
L. Dual Use
Another form of kaleidoscopic packaging to which
the folding carton is better adaptable is the dual use pack-
age. An interesting example of a dual use package is en-
closed on the following page. This Reverse Tuck type of
folding carton is the most economical folding carton to prod-
uce because it can be laid out on a sheet of boxboard in a
complete nest without wasting paperboard. This carton is
used by the Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts
and produced by the Container Corporation of America, Medford,
Massachusetts. In its original form it is a container for
the film used in the famous Polaroid Finished Picture-in-a-
minute camera. After the film has been removed from the
carton and loaded into the camera, the carton is flattened
on the scores (creases) down the side panels, the dust flaps
on top and bottom are removed, and the tucks folded back and
joined at the rear of the carton, forming a neat pocket or
belt holder for the slightly moist, developed pictures. Not
only does the newly formed holder protect the moist finish
of the picture, but it serves to keep the print rigid until
it is completely dry, thus preventing its curling.
This ideal example of dual use packaging takes due
caution of the pitfalls possible to this form of packaging.

14
ELxample of Dual Use Packaging
ll;

loaviod


as brought out by Professor P. H. Nystrom's "Marketing
Handbook**, page 456:
"The re -use feature of the package should
not Interfere with Its function as a car-
rier of Its contents* In providing the
secondary use, the package should not be
so expensive, or appear so expensive, as
to lead the prospective purchaser to be-
lieve that undue cost has been added to
the product. Otherv?lse sales may be ob-
structed,'*
M* Odd and Unusual Shapes
Another particular feature of the folding paper
box is that it may be formed in odd and unusual shapes.
From the sales promotion man's point of view, however, odd
and xanusual shapes should be adopted only after careful
study of the product and the nature of its market, for un-
usual shapes may meet with sales resistance mainly because
of the depart\ire from the traditional, or because of dif-
ficulty in handling and using. On the other hand, their
novelty may give the unusually shaped folding box consider-
able sales appeal. Normally, the value of the novelty fea
ture of the shape should be great enough to offset any weak
nesses as regards higher costs of manufacturing and packing
Regardless of the marketing limitations cited in this para-
graph and in previous features, the fact still remains that
the folding box possesses inniimerable Integral qualities.

N» Manufacturing Economy
The outstanding feature of the folding paper box
that will be exploited a bit further In later discussion
lies In Its economy. The mass production of folding car-
tons requires no Individual hand operations. Manufacturers
of consumer goods are able to reap the benefits of manufac-
turing economies In a package which fulfills their most ex-
acting requirements at a low unit cost.
The economy of the folding box Is further enhanced
by the fact that It Is shipped from the boxmaker to the user
In a flat or knocked down position. No space Is wasted
transporting air, and the boxes occupy a negligible amount
of room in the user*s warehouse.
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II. PICTORIAL REVIEW OF FOLDING CARTONS
A* Introduction
There are many basic styles of folding boxes
available on order from the folding box manufacturer, and
new ones are being developed constantly. It vould. In
fact, be quite easy to list a hundred or more basic styles
of folding boxes, display containers and dispensers. Some
of these styles were developed several years back, and have
been In regular and effective use as sales builders ever
since. Others were developed at later dates, and still
others have been but newly Introduced to the packaging
world. To show, or even list, all the basic styles avail-
able to the manufacturer and distributor would be Impractical
In a report of this size. However, It Is hoped that through
certain principal styles selected for Illustration and desc-
ription, the wide variety of choices possible may suggest
themselves. The particular styles shown have been chosen
on the basis of popular usage and their ready adaptability
to a wide range of products.
The Illustrations shown on pages 19 to 25 were
furnished by the Modern Packaging Corporation, New York
City and the Old Dominion Paper Box Company of Charlotte,
North Carolina.

B. Folding Carton Construction
The construction of the most popular and basic
folding carton styles are shov?n below In diagram form:
18
Pig. 1 Reverse
Tuck
Fig. 2 Straight
Tuck
Fig. 3 Full Seal End Fig. 4 Lock End
C 7
Fig. 5 Brlghtwood
\ 1
} \
Fig. 6 Biers
£— 51
/
V. -r
\ V
*
C. Folding Carton Parade
Reverse Tuck carton
paraffin coated for
grease resistance.
Reverse Tuck > The ace of folding
cartons, A very popular style,
owing to economy of cost and ease
of setting up, either manually or
by machine* The box in photo to
the right has the added locking
feature of the Arthur lock. The
box below is the conventional
reverse tuck type folding carton.
A Straight Tuck carton
with cellophane "window**
and special flap forming
false bottom.

20
Double wall web con-
struction box with
turnover ends; two
piece telescope.
Special Interior
platform die-cut
to hold product.
Brightwood. Two piece
telescope box delivered
flat to user where it is
formed as needed by ma-
chine that glues corners.
Two piece collapsi-
ble telescope box.
Outfold cover and
bottom.
f
21
Combination display and
shipping container. Box
enhances multiple-unit sales
Dramatic window treatment makes
this package popular in self-
service drug stores, where there
is no sales clerk to call atten-
tion to a sensational new method
of hair waving.
The widely-used cellophane-window
bakery carton . Carton is laminated
with special greaseproof paper.
The popular cello-
overwrapped tomato
and apple tray .

22
The versatility of the
folding box has displayed
itself once more in its
recent invasion of the
cigar industry.
The component parts of this
package are nested in a
quickly assembled display
tray, which slips easily in-
to the carton. The kit has
complete protection inside
and out. The package sets
up into an eye-catching
counter display.
These Shellie Nurser Kit components . . .
...fit snugly into this eye-catching display box!
Cellophane over-
wrapped fruit dis-
play container.
i
23
Cracker style carton
,
adapted for frozen foods,
has window and cellophane
liner, forming three ply
package
•
I>
24
Stationery Bo3:es » Smart and
attractive, these superior pack-
ages lend richness and prestige
to the product.
Folding cartons of modified
straight tuck structure.
Bottom flaps form Quad lock. '
Top flaps die cut to form
locking tongues around top
of bottle.

III. THE SET UP BOX
A. What Is a Set Up Box ?
"A set up paper box is perhaps best de-
scribed as a rigid, non-collapsible con-
tainer produced in three dimensional form
and delivered to the consumer ready for
use. It is manufactured chiefly from
paper and paperboard, usually, but not nec-
cessarily, wrapped with paper. While most
set up boxes in use today are either oblong
or cylindrical in shape, the architectural
variations are limitless as the designer's
ingenuity and the manufacturer's productive
ability will permit. In its simplest form,
it is a square cornered, two piece contain-
er, properly reinforced. However, a set up
box may comprise several members, each cov-
ered with its own distinctive wrapper, lined
with rayon or velvet. In addition to the
conventional shapes, the set up box may be
produced in many interesting and novel shapes.
(1)
B. Set Up Box Wraps
Printing, or decorative effect, is an integral part
of the folding box. The set up box, on the other hand, is
decorated by a separate wrapper. This affords the set up
box a wide latitude in appearance. The set up box may ap-
pear in a plain, grayish chipboard, or it may display its
product in a setting of the most luxurious materials.
There is available today a variety of covering pa-
pers with infinite designs, colors, decorative effects and
finishes. Just a few of the many types and grades of wraps
(1) Tedeschi, E. T., Packaging Catalog, 1945 .. New york,N.Y.,
Breskin & Charlton Publishing Company, p 149.
t
can be found In the appendix. Wrappers are available today
that closely simulate valuable metals, expensive fabrics,
leather and enamel finishes which allow the package designer
free play for his creative ability. Any decoration that
can be applied to paper may be used on the wrap for set up
boxes. The possibilities of covering set up boxes are prac-
tically limitless. The appearance of the set up box can
take the simplest to the most luxurious form.
Some of the fancy wrapping paper manufacturers are
producing excellent protective papers with "greaseproof" and
"molst\ire-vaporproof " qualities. Some of which may be com-
bined with decorative printed or embossed effects.
C. Eye Appeal
The set up box has a decided advantage over most
containers from the standpoint of eye appeal which can be
translated into sales appeal. Some boxes have been known
to be over-dressed thus tending to destroy the value of eye
appeal. On the other hand, a properly decorated, well-designed
set up carton, not only possesses the utility factor of pro-
tecting the contents, but it has an aesthetic value in cre-
ating an atmosphere of worth to the product.
A local manufacturer, who prefers to remain anony-
mous, cites the following extreme example of quality Imparted
by a set up box. A New York distributor purchases an item

from him for $1.75 and packages the product in a well
decorated set up box at a cost of 35 cents. The distrib-
utor then retails the item for $12,75 Of course, this is
not an ethical business practice, nor is it one that will
succeed in the long run. Although an extreme example, it
does point out that an effective package can be translated
into increased profits.
Another important factor in the favor of the set
up box is its appearance of permanence. Its appearance of
permanence and beauty invariably ensures a prominent place
in showcases, window displays and on the counter at the point
of sale.
D. Protective Qualities
The manufacturer who requires a protective carrier
for fragile items, a retail dispenser for fragile items, a
semi-permanent container for medical supplies or small ma-
chine parts, a simple mailer or a shipper for higihly sensi-
tive explosives, looks to the set up box as the most adapt-
able •
The advantageous feature of rigidity in the con-
struction of the set up box is ensured by the use of a strong
rigid paperboard. The caliper range in inches of set up
boxboard runs from .025 to .065 (1) Should greater rigid-
(1) Waiting, Grafton., Packaging Catalog. 1945, New York. N.Y.
Breskin & Charlton Publishing Company, p 131.
I
Ity be necessary, boxboard can be laminated to meet almost
any specification. The grades and furnish of the paper-
board used in the manufacture of set up boxes can be found
in Table III.
The rigidity inherent in the construction of the
set up box coupled with the non-bsnding qualitties of set
up boxboard provides valuable stacking strength.
Set up boxes possess other unique features which
have combined to make it one of the most popular types of
containers •
E. Low Unit Cost
Maxim\im eye appeal and protection are undoubtedly
the most important features of the set up box. However,
low unit cost is becoming an increasing factor to many users
(1) The set up box is used extensively on retail counters
in the stores where mass produced, low priced trinkets are
sold, as well as in luxury shops where quality and distinc-
tion are paramount. Low cost paperboard, economically prod
uced wrapping materials, and automatic wrapping machinery
combine to produce a relatively low unit cost.
F. Limitations
Despite the economy in the Tinit cost of the set
up box, the shipment of empty boxes and the waste of valu-
(1) Tedeschi, E. op. cit. p 149.
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able storage space are economic disadvantages, since set up
boxes arrive In the user's plant In an erect form. For
this reason, and also because unit orders are usually small,
plants tend to be small and limited In their field of oper-
ation* As a result manufacturers are numerous, tend to
serve one or few Industries, and are usually unaware of the
broad scope of the set up box industry as a whole. (1)
The fact that set up boxes are delivered erect has
its advantage as well as limitation. No machinery is needed
in closing or setting up the set up box. The user does not
have to do anything except fill it. In contrast, the fold-
ing box requires either a hand setting up operation or the
added expense of automatic box forming machines such as the
Brightwood, Cico Sealer, Klik Lok, Palmer, General Mills, et
al.
(1) T-ideschi, E. T., Modern Packaging Encyclopedia, 1949
New York, N.Y., Breskin & Charlton Publishing Co., p 290.

rV. PICTORIAL REVIEW OF SET UP BOXES
A* Introduction
The Illustrations which follow demonstrate the ver-
satility of this type of package as a container of beauty,
structural strength and convenience for products as unrelated
as cosmetics, hardware, textiles, etc.
B. Construction of Set Up Boxes
The set up paper box in its simplest form consists
usually of two pleces--top and bottom—square or rectangular
in shape, with corners "stayed** by means of reinforcing paper
affixed by adhesives. The variations are infinite in number,
but no matter what the resulting form, there are six steps in
the basic construction. (1)
1. 2.
Large
boxboard
sheet
scored
to
size
.
3»
Large
Sheet
broken
into
individ-
ual blankff
4. Blanks are
formed into
box shape
and the
corners stayed
similarly
processedi
Figure 7
Lid and
box com-
plete,
form the
mplest set
up DOX»
(1) National Paper Box Manufacturers Association.
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C. Common Variations of the Basic Type
Some of the possible variations and combinations
of the basic set up forms are shown by the diagrams below
taken from the National Paper Box Manufacturers Association
pamphlet entitled "Versatility":
Fls. 8
1. Pull Telescope
2. Neck or should-
er style
3. Slide Style
4. Ended Box
5. Round Box
6. Extension Edge
with pad top
7. Star Shape
8# Examples of in-
terior parti-
tioning used for
additional pro-
tection of box
contents
8A. Slotted parti-
tion
8B.Dled-out
platform
iSC • Longl tudlnal
and tray div-
iders .
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D« Set Up Box Parade
The set up box makes a
protective container
for an optical device
that also serves to
store when not in useT
Octagonal shaped leatherette
covered box for men's toilet*
ries
.
Ornate powder box with
hinged lid, padded top,
extension base. .
I
!
i
34
Set Up Gift Box The set up
box is the ideal container
for meeting the many and var-
ied demands of the retail
field.
The popiilar neck or
shoulder style candy
set up box.
Another retail field favorite,
the set up ladles stocking box.
The cellophane "windowed** set up
box that has proved a sales boon
for men* 3 suspenders, belts and
other accessories.
14
35
Confectionery boy
with interior trays
and dividers; exterior
of metalized gold foil
paper.
Telescope box with litho-
graphed overwrap, picturin
children at play.
t Up box with die -cut
platform for children's
plastic blocks.
f=» IE JVf #=» «- >^^^
1
56
Family design applied
to set up boxes of dif-
ferent sizes and shapes
I for drug produc ts
•
Group of boxes for stationer
and office supplies, demon-
strating how the sturdy pro-
tective function may be sup-
plemented by a variety of
external decorative treat-
ments •
The armed forces made
use of a telescope box ,
with thumb-cut for easy
opening, containing rifle
parts
•
L
i
37
Hinged lid Idox for babies
shoes; flint-glazed, litho-
graphed top; base of pebbled
paper.
Set up bulk container
,
holding 1 dozen set up
boxes of hair pins
•
Toiletry boxes of uni-
que construction to
resemble musical Inst-
ruments; a) sachet pow-
der box resembling a
two-manual pipe organ;
b«) bath tablets box with
a musical decorative motif.

38
Neck or shoulder, hinged lid
set up box» Fabric lined.
Full telescope box , heavy
construction, thumb-cut
built In partition for
dealers* samples of
asphalt tile.
Hand made box for artist's
pencils. Elaborate cons true
tlon permits setting up of
box for convenient use.
Ended Box . Note reinforcements
in end of box which permit re-
peated handling by dealer; pasted
on pictorial label gives Individ-
uality to prosaic shoe box.

39
Round bo^ea ; Fabricated
acetate with rigid drawn
top; shoulder style, dome
top and extension base.
Group of decorative jewelry
boxes
.
attractively fashioned
of fancy paper and fabric on
sturdy boxboard structure.

40
Package for hoiisehold deo-
dorant with interior plat-
form for bottle and applic-
ator* The wrap of litho-
graphed paper.
Velour-covered hox , side opening
diagonally; extension base; plat-
form to hold bottle; plastic latch.
Novelty container for cosmetics.
Box is tight-wrapped in fancy
paper and has three separate
removable trays simulating
chest of drawers.
'If
V, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TWO INDUSTRIES
A« General
The general conclusion that will be gathered
from the assembled statistics in this section is that
two of the major groups in the paperboard industry,
folding cartons and set up boxes, have established their
individuality as segments of a leading manufacturing
group which has abetted the development of mass produc-
tion of goods* Some attention will be placed on the
Fibre Box industry (corrugated and solid fibre shipping
containers), mainly for general comparison, and because
it is a vital part of the paperboard box group. For
the purposes of the discussion at hand, however, the sta-
tistics will serve to show the important positions that*
set up and folding boxes are taking in the packaging
field.
B. Daily Use of Paper Boxes
To further appreciate the vital part that paper-
board containers play in the nation's economy. Table I show-
ing the number of paperboard containers used per day in 1947
is repeated.

Table I, PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS USED PER DAY
Types of
Containers
Niimber Used
Per Day In 1947
Folding Cartons
Set Up Bojses • . .
Fibre Cans and Tubes, • . . • .
Corrugated & Solid Fibre Boxes.
223,500,000
. 17,500,000
. 7,200,000
. 17,100,000
Total 266,300,000
Fibre Containers
,
August, 1948. p 86.
The above statistics could be further augmented
by the consumer-unseen millions of boxes involving goods
moving entirely in industrial channels, such as the parts
of radios, automobiles, refrigerators, etc., moving from
parts manufacturers to assembly plants. In addition, many
shipping containers transport goods in industrial or whole-
sale distribution, where the containers are never seen by
the general public. When this is considered, it is not
surprising that usage of containers is nearing a rate of
two per day per capita.
Table IV shows the distribution of paperboard tons
from 1937 to 1947 among the leading paperboard groups. It
can be seen that containerboard (corrugated and solid fibre)
and folding boxboard form increasing segments of annual prod-
uction.
C. Distribution of Paperboard Tons
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Set up boxboard has been showing a decreasing relationship
to total tonnage over the past decade • Set up boxboard
production registered the first gain it has shown since 1941,
1947 production increasing 26% over 1946; but, nevertheless
production was 18% below that of 1941, although 5% ahead of
1937, However, a compensating if not more profitable revel-
ation will be brought out about this decrease in further
statistics in this section*
The 1947 distribution of board tons among the major
paperboard groups is Illustrated by the pie chart below:
Graph I»
1947 DISTRIBUTION OP PAPERBOARD TONS
See Table IV, p 43,
I
45
D« Comparative Development
Graph #2, Paperboard Consumption, and Graph #3,
Value of Shipments, present an Interesting comparison.
The steady rate of Increase In unit production
of folding boxes, which might be Indicated by paperboard
consumption, can be attributed to the ever-developing new
uses to which folding boxes are being put. "J^liere are
literally hundreds of products that were once sold In bulk
now appearing In (Attractive folding boxes. Frozen foods,
fruits, vegetables, meats and dairy products now being pack-
aged in new, efficient and decorative folding boxes, are
engaged in an intensive battle of brand names. Increasing
competition among other products coupled with new uses have
been the major factors in keeping the folding carton trend
line healthy and prosperous.
Folding box value in 1947 was about 32^ higher
than in 1946, nearly 2 l/2 times that of 1941 and nearly 5
times that of 1929. On the other hand set up box value in
1947 was about 60% greater than in 1946, about 2 3/4 times
that of 1941, and about 3 1/2 times that of 1929. It should
be noted, however, that while set up box value has grown con-
siderably, the unit production of the Industry has not grown
at a similar rate, nor has it grown at a rate relative to
\inlt growth in the folding box industry. Conversely, it
may be interpreted that since the set up box value has
II
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grown at a greater than proportional rate than lonit prod-
uction of the industry, the industry's sales volume is main-
tained and increased, apparently by concentration on boxes
of more intricate construction, which command higher selling
prices* The position of the industry is further strength-
ened through the added feature of high-cost, transparent
containers
•
The comparative development of both industries
can be depicted more easily by an inspection of the bar
graph that follows. Graph IV shows the comparative devel-
opment of the two industries since 1929, based on tons of
paperboard consumed* The peak year 1929 is used as the
base year. Here it can be readily seen that the set up
box industry shows a distinct tendency to decrease in
position relative to its 1929 volume, while the folding
industry displays a steady, remarkable improvement over
1929.
Set up manufacturing methods incorporate a large
amount of costly hand labor and expensive distribution in-
volving the shipment of empty boxes. In contrast, folding
boxes are produced on large-volume, high-speed machines and
shipped folded flat. One can readily appreciate, then,
the lack of growth by the set up box industry insofar as
unit production is concerned.
The contention set forth previously that the set
!ii
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up Industry is concentrating on higher-priced boxes of
more intricate construction at a more or less declining
unit production level and, consequently resulting in a
higher sales volume, can be readily seen through an in-
spection of Graph V. Graph V. compares the dollar vol-
ume realized by the folding and set up groups with nation-
al income, using 1929 as the base year.
Prom 1929 to the war years, there is a definite
correlation between set up dollar volume and the national
income. Paper and paperboard shortages are accountable
for the lag between the two trend lines during the war
years. However, with the return of necessary decorative
wraps and essential paperboard the set Tip trend was one of
rejuvenation wL th a boom year in 1947. In 1947 the set
up industry reached an all-time high. Dollar sales in
1947 were about 3 1/2 times those of the base year 1929,
while paperboard consumption, which might indicate unit
production, was only 91^^ of the base year. In 1947, nation-
al income reached a point two and a half times greater than
1929.
A bleak picture might be presented from the point
of view of tinit production for the set up industry, but,
from the point of view of a maintained or increased sales
volume, the outlook is healthy.
il
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Table V
VALUE OF FOLDING & SET UP BOX SHIPMENTS
1929 to 1947
Year Folding Set Up
1929 $95,727,000 #85,382,500
1950 - -
1931 75,344,700 60,519,800
1932
1933
1934 80,700,000 61,700,000
1936 85,347,000 62,556,200
1936 98,468,000 77,000,000
1937 119,062,000 77,945,300
1938 107,930,000 68,300,000
1939 126,872,700 73,940,800
1940 135,730,000 80,102,000
1941 187,749,000 103,416,000
1942 189,934,000 110,077,000
1943 240,830,000 125,000,000
1944 256,100,000 132,854,100
1945 277,245,000 150,000,000
1946 345,173,000 182,000,000
1947 455,702,500 293,000,000
- Unpublished.
*
Bettendorf, H. J.
August, 1948., p
, Statistical Siunmary,
104.
Fibre Containers,
1I
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Table VI
COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT
FOLDING & SET UP BOX INDUSTRIES
Based on Tons of Paperboard Consumed
1929=100jg
Year Folding Set Up
1929 100.0^ 100. OJ^
1930 97,3 84.5
1931 96.4 84.3
1932 82.5 72.9
1933 93.7 83*9
1934 98.3 76.9
1935 111.0 80.7
1936 128.5 89.3
1937 131.2 86*6
1938 123.2 78.9
1939 146.8 89.0
1940 149.8 93.2
1941 185.4 111.2
1942 165.4 93.6
1943 183.6 91.0
1944 188.9 82.5
1945 198.0 77.8
1946 241.6 72.1
1947 236.5 91.4
Itad., p 104.
M
Table VII
DOLLAR VOLUME OP FOLDING & SET UP
COMPARED WITH NATIONAL INCOME
1929=100^
XV tXX
National
xxiuOuio
Value Of
r oxum^
Value OJ
lie t> up
XUU.U/b 1UO . U7b
«7X • X
r O • O •70 P
09 • O
^A Q
Pk^ PvQ • O PA
PQ 1 /O .1
J;. <70Q pp "s; xU^ .o 90.1
90 • f 1 OA tx^4 .o i^l
PA p IXC . # oO.O
X XO'i . O OD.O
1940 102.5 141.9 93.7
1941 131.6 196.1 121.0
1942 173.4 198.4 128.8
1943 212.7 251.7 146.2
1944 230.4 267.6 155.5
1945 231.6 289.6 175.6
1946 225.3 360.6 213.1
1947 256.9 476.1 343.0
National Income: U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
Folding & Set Up: See Table V.
- Unpublished.

VI. PACKAGING CASE STUDIES
A. Introduotlon
This sdction of the discussion utilizes the
experiences of the Polaroid Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts and the De Vilbiss Company of Toledo, Ohio
as media through which the attributes and limitations of
folding and set up boxes are illustrated. From time to
time during the illustration of these experiences, the
writer will deviate from the main description to exploit
salient features that have been presented by the cases
at hand. Not only will this treatment emphasize the
lessons learned but it will serve to amplify as well as
clarify the major advantages of the set up box over the
folding box and vice versa. With this approach to the
problem, it is designed that the cases with the prelim-
inary discussions will congeal into a thesis summation
that will present the considerations that must be ana-
lyzed by the packager before he selects either folding
or set up for his product.
Before entering into the description and analy-
ais of these packaging experiences, the writer wholeheart-
edly thanks and praises Mr. David R. Dominie, Package
Engineer, Polaroid Corporation and Mr. Dudley Kimball,

Package Engineer, Container Corporation of America for
their patience, support and contributions to this report,
B« About Polaroid Corporation
Itie Polaroid Corporation, throu^ its brilliant
inventor-president, Edwin H. Land, recently made headlines
with a brilliant contribution to photography The Finished-
Picture -in-a-Minute camera. The firm's first claim to
fame, however, was the invention of the light conditioner,
Polaroid, used in about 125 different products cameras,
sunglasses, sunshields, et al.
In appearance Polaroid is a flexible, transparent
light-control film averaging .003 of an inch in thickness
which looks and handles like cellophane but is darker.
Polaroid gets its name from the fact that it polarizes
light waves, that is to say, gives them a definite direc-
tion as they pass through it. This film has millions of
precisely aligned light-control molecules that %bsorb'*
annoying reflected glare. It permits only the useful
"seeing** light to pass through,
C, Polaroid Corporation is Intro-
duced to the Folding Carton
Because the nature of their product demanded
protection as a prime packaging requisite, the Polaroid
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Corporation packed all of their products in set up boxes
right from the beginning of their existence in 1936, be-
lieving that the set up carton was the only form they
could use to acquire strict protection.
Their cartons and inner packing had to be of
such a construction as to prevent any possible shifting
of the contents or movement of the box on the diagonal.
In short, the carton had to be utterly rigid to prevent
scarring the surfaces of Polaroid glasses, lenses, shields,
etc. The carton had to be as rigid as possible to prevent
curling of the contents as well as scratching,
llie Polaroid Corporation enjoyed success ri^t
from its inception. It was not long before Polaroid
products were being shipped around the globe. The lengthy
time in transit and the added handling due to re-routing
further demanded a paperboard box that provided the maximum
in protection.
As the years went by, and Polaroid Corporation's
sales volume increased, the value of the protection pro-
viding set up box became ever-more important, Polaroid
was being delivered with damage at a minimum.
But, with the increase in volume caaean increase
in costs. ^e nature of the increasing costs demanded
strict surveillance of all costs, packaging costs in par-
II
ticular because expense had not been spared to prevent
faulty, ill-will breeding merchandise from falling into
the hands of consumers.
Inner packing could not be sacrificed or im-
proved upon insofar as costs were concerned. lliat left
the outer shell, the box itself, to consider.
All the while, Mr. Dudley G. Kimball had been
claiming that his product, the folding box, could pro-
vide as much protection and rigidity in structure as the
sturdy set up boxes were providing, and, more importantly,
at a lower unit cost plus storage cost savings.
The combination of Mr. Kimball »s claims and
Polaroid Corporation's high packaging costs demanded a
challenge. Consequently, Polaroid Corporation's experi-
ment with folding cartons began in the fall of 1945.
The Polaroid Day-Driving Automobile Visor which
was being packaged in a .035 chipboard set up box was
selected as the experimental product. The set up box
cover was decorated with a seven-color lithographed wrap-
per. The bottom of the box was wrapped in plain Diiaite
paper. The package also included a separate place-holder
insert plus a separate 'Uirections insert". A sample of
the product and a set up box, as pictured on the following
page, were tiirned over to Container Corporation's Packaging
Laboratory in Medford, Massachusetts.
!Ji
Set Up Box Used by Polaroid
Corpcration in 1945 for Auto-Visors.
Iii
Container Corporation's designer's in colla-
boration viith Mr, Kimball expressed the demands of rigid-
ity and display required by the product in the form of the
Simplex sty]e two-piece telescope folding carton shown
below:
Figure 10
»
Folding Box Adopted by
the Polaroid Corporation
I
Figure II,
Slmpleji Style Folding Carton
Si
A
X
B
Locking Device
Bellows Corner
B A
IT
Assembllnp^ Instructions
Panels "A" are "ended", that Is to say, folded and
glued to panel "B'* In the manufacturing process. To erect
the Simplex style carton, the side panels **A-B" are held
erect; the bellows corners are folded inward; end panel "D**
Is folder over "C". Tab "E** will then rest on the bottom
of the box and nest xinder the lip of side panel "A*** Simul-
taneously, the locking device off of panel "A" acts as such
under the score between "C** and "D"«

The bottom of the Simplex folding box as pic-
tured on page 60 incorporates the "place-holder" insert
of the set up box it replaced as an integral part of
itself. This feature eliminated the printing costs in-
volved wi th the separate insert for the set up box*
The Simplex carton brought about other initial
manufacturing cost savings over the set up box previously
used.
The lithographed wrapper on the set up box was
made up of seven colors; red, blue, black, yellow, brown,
gray and green. The letterpress printing process on
the folding box cut this down to five colors; red, blue,
yellow, maroon and an overall varnish. Consequently,
Tui th the use of valuable white space, the folding carton
had more eye-appeal than the box it replaced. However,
this is not to be construed as a direct advantage of
folding over set up, but a case where the artist's ingen-
uity resulted in a saving for the Polaroid Corporation,
In direct contrast, the folding boxboard used
was of a lighter weight resulting in board cost savings.
How can lighterweight board provide as much protection
as the heavier board used in the set up box? Specific-
ally, in that the Simplex style carton is constructed
with reinforced, glued sidewalls and reinforced, folded
end walls.
!I
The Simplex box is held in an erect and rigid
position by means of an inner friction pinch and a self
locking device between the side and end panels in each
corner of the carton. The bottom of Polaroid's Simplex
box is constructed along similar lines as the cover with
the exception that the bottom part of the box incorporates
the "place-holder** insert as an integral part.
Insofar as the direct savings are concerned, the
comparison of the new box versus the old box has shown
that economies resulted from tiie eliminated printing in
the case of the set up box's insert and in the use of a
less expensive, lighter weigjit boxboard. In themselves,
these savings amounted to a respectable sum in the long
run, without sacrificing protection, Mr. Kimball had
pointed out to Polaroid's Mr. Dominie that, along with
these savings, a case of 250 Simplex style cartons would
take up no more space than 20 of his present set up boxes.
This would and did mean a reduction of a great part of
storaging costs.
D. Price Factor
Thus far the direct comparsion has shown that
a folding carton for this particular product will provide
as much protection as a set up box with savings in board.
1Ji
insert printing and storage costs* However, no mention
has been made of the voliime in which this style would
have to be purchased to gain the price benefits inherent
to the folding box. In placing set up box orders. Polar
oid Corporation had been purchasing in lots in keeping
with their storage facilities-—lots large enough to gain
the most economic unit price from the set up manufacturer
namely ten thousand units—-and in accordance with their
production schedule. In order for them to gain the
price benefit of the folding box, Polaroid would have to
order in much larger quantities. Large unit purchases,
normally fifty thousand and over, are required by the
folding box manufacturer because of high initial costs
common to most mass producing industries.
Set up box prices are lower than folding box
prices for a box of like design and quality in quantities
of less than fifty thousand lonits, and sometimes for
larger quantities. Over fifty thousand, set up prices
tend to level off. The price behavior in the set up
box field is attributed to high variable expenses and low
fixed costs. The additional expenditure necessary to
produce each additional unit over approximately fifty
thousand units remains comparatively constant in the set
up box industry* In the folding box group, low variable

expenses and high fixed costs result in decreasing iwilt
prices with increasing production over approximately
fifty thousand boxes. In short, folding box prices
normally cannot compete with set up box prices \inder
fifty thousand for a similar unit. Folding box prices,
for similar units, can meet set up box prices when com-
bination runs are made up. A combination run is a com-
posite production process wherein a group of orders, using
the same style carton and printing inks, are combined into
one production order.
Since the Polaroid Corporation used about a half-
million auto-visor boxes a year, they found it economical
to order the Simplex style folding carton in place of the
set up box they were using.
In use the new box accomplished what it had prom-
ised to do in theory, thus clearing the path for the intro-
duction of folding cartons to some of Polaroid Corporation'
other items.
Before going into a discussion of the adaptation
of folding cartons to some of Polaroid Corporation's other
products, further experiments made with the auto-visor pack
age will be described.
E. The Frame Vue Folding Carton
About six months after Polaroid Corporation

adopted the Simplex carton. Container Corporation's Pack-
aging Laboratory came up n^lth the novel Frame Vue style
folding carton. The Frame Vue box is described as a
new method of merchandising products in a folding box
in such a way that the presentation of the product con-
tributes to its greater sales appeal. Just as the
framing of a picture adds to lt« total effectiveness,
so does the double wall feature in Frame Vue add some-
thing to the value of the merchandise it contains.
A photograph of the Frame Vue folding carton
appears on the following page.
Its protective features are self evident, enab-
ling the box manufacturer, because of its cons true tion, to
use much lighter weigjit board in all cases in order to
produce the equivalent and even greater strength of heavier
boxboards. By virtue of the fact that lighter paperboard
can be used, manufacturers can compensate for the extra
amount of board necessary to produce this style carton.
The construction of the Frame Vue carton gives
the package not only greater strength, but protects the
contents because of the cushioning effect of the double
walls. This makes Frame Vue particularly desirable in
packaging such fragile items as precision instruments,
electrical devices, glassware, food products, cookies,
candies, etc.
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Top and Side View of Frame Vue Tray,
with sleeve cover, adopted by Polaroid,

Besides the framing feature of Frame Vue, the
top sides of the walls all around provide space for dec-
oration and design. What is still more important, these
walls can be used for identification of the product by
brand name, thus enhancing the advertising value of the
product by means of the package. The walls can also be
used to bring to the attention of the buyer, short effect-
ive sales features of the product. In the ordinary type
single wall folding and set up cartons, this is usually
done on the lid, but when the lid is removed for customer
inspection of the merchandise or for display, the connect-
ing link between sales message on the lid and the product
is broken. This is not so with the Frame Vue style fold-
ing carton, because brand identification and important
selling features can always remain together.
As can be seen from the photograph on a previous
page, the Frame Vue folding carton was adopted by the
Polaroid Corporation, The valuable selling features of
the Frame Vue plus the fact that it was still less expen-
sive than the original set up box yet a bit more expensive
than the Simplex carton it replaced, were irresistible,
fdlaroid Corporation's plan to survey packaging
costs was to cut costs without sacrificing protective o
strength or sales appeal. In the case where the Frame

Vue displaced the Simplex, costs were Increased, but,
savings were still being made over the original set up
box costs. In this respect, Mr. Dominie disclosed
that even though a saving was realized In comparing ac-
tual unit costs of folding and set up, this saving was
almost eliminated by the Increased labor cost to set up
the Frame Vue carton*
**We found that many companies using
Frame Vue secure an hourly rate of
speed of between 250 and 350 per hour
In erecting the Frame Vue part of the
box." (1)
This placed the price of the Frame Vue folding
carton and the original set up box on almost an even
basis. Storage cost savings, however, were still gained.
The wisdom of the decision to purchase the Frame
Vue seems apparent after a realization of the Frame Vue
carton* s virtues, for auto-vlsor sales Increased appreciably
almost Immediately after the new package hit the counters
and window displays.
The Frame Vue manufacturer has frequently found
that a unit consisting of a Frame Vue tray and a Simplex
or sleeve cover Is comparable In cost with two piece set
up boxes where the bottom and the top have been paper-
wrapped and the lid printed. More often they have found
(1) Sales Promotion Dept., Container Corp, of America,
Chicago, Illinois.
r
that their cost is even lower where the quantity is large
enough for economical folding box manufacture. However,
where an effort has been made by the set up box manufac-
turer to secure framing in the walls or some other novelty
in shape and design simulating the appearance of a Frame
Vue carton, the latter is about one-third or one-fourth
the cost of the set up box*
P. A Case Study Within a Case Study
The De Vilbiss Company of Toledo, Ohio presents
an excellent case study for this comparison in that it
demonstrates that a folding box such as the Frame Vue can
be sold to a prospect who makes its own set up boxes*
The De Vilbiss Company *s first reaction naturally
was negative because they had their own set up box factory.
However, the samples of other merchandise packaged in Frame
Vue that were shown them were so attractive that they
finally consented to allow Container Corporation's Pack-
aging Laboratory to have one of their items to make up a
package to see how it would look in a Frame Vue construc-
tion.
The hand-made sample designed by the laboratory
was such an improvement over De Vilbiss' set up package

that they called In their advertising agency for their
opinion. "^hey too were enthusiastic and agreed that
Frame Vue enhanced the merchandising appeal of the prod-
uct greatly, hut again the question arose* why have
boxes made elsewhere when we have an Investment In a box
plant of our own? To which the advertising agency replied:
"After all, your primary Interest Is In selling your
product, not making boxes. If you do not adopt this
package and your competitor does, he will secure an
advantage that you should not permit hlra to have." On
the strength of this argument, the De Vllblss Company
decided to try out several of their products In the Frame
Vue •
The results from the Initial test were so satis-
factory from a sales standpoint that now all of their retail
products such as perfume atomizers, vaporizers, perfume
bottles, medical atomizers, etc., are packed In Frame Vue.
The De Vllblss Companys box plant Is now being
used only for their small production runs of five to ten
thousand units.
G. Further Use of Folding
Cartons by Polaroid
The two discoveries made by the Polaroid Corpor-
ation In Its experiments with folding cartons for Its auto
visor were, 1) the folding carton will provide as much

protection as the set up box Insofar as their auto visor
was concerned, and, 2) that the folding carton is more
economical provided orders are placed in quantities of
over fifty thousand boxes.
The second revelation for them, large orders,
could be applied to most of their products. However,
the question remained; would the folding box provide as
much protection as the set up box for all of their large
volume items. This remained to be tested.
Another product was then selected; prescription
lenses for Polaroid Sunglasses. This product was being
packaged and distributed throughout the United States in
a sturdy, rigid set up box wrapped with two-color litho-
graphed paper.
Prescription lenses demanded an even more rigid
package than most Polaroid products due to the fact that
some 25 pairs of lenses were packed in a single row. ^%e
volume of boxes purchased for this product were more than
adequate to take advantage of the economical, mass prod-
uced folding box.
The Packaging Laboratory was once again called
upon to select and design a folding carton in keeping
with the characteristics of the product being packaged.
^ RQVQ^se Tuck style carton constructed of
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Patent White Kraft Back paperboard was selected as not
only the most economical but of sufficient rigidity in
structure to provide adequate protection to the contents.
The Kraft content in the board furnish was added to give
more body and strength to the board, resulting in a strong-
er carton.
The Reverse Tuck style folding carton is consid-
ered the ace of all folding boxes. It is the most econo-
mical to manufacture. There is no waste of paperboard,
because a perfect nest is achieved when each pattern is
laid out on a sheet of paperboard. (1) The perfect nest
of the Reverse Tuck carton also means more economical die
costs, and very little stripping expense when the pattern
is removed from the form.
Another important feature of the Reverse Tuck
carton is its ease of setting up, either manually or by
machine. It is widely used for shaving and dental cream
in tubes, cougji drops, five-cent candles, and hardware
items
.
A diagram and photograph of the Reverse Tuck box
may be found in the ^'olding Carton Pictorial Review section
of this report.
Before ordering a large quantity of these boxes,
(1) Studley, J. D., Folding Paper Boxes ., Washington, D.C.
U. S. Department of Commerce, 1939.

Polaroid Corporation purchased a hundred imprinted boxes
made of the specified paperboard for experimental purposes
•
Hhe unprlnted boxes were first packed and then mailed,
trucked and shipped by rail to various distributors through-
out the country with the request that they report the con-
dition of the contents and box upon arrival. All one hun-
dred samples reached their destinations in perfect condi-
tion. From the successful results of this experiment,
Polaroid Corporation ordered a substantial quantity and
discontinued the set up box for this product. In actual
use the new carton matched the protective qualities of the
set up box previously used while being purchased at a more
economical price.
H, Folding or Set Up Boxes ?
With the success of the Simplex, Frame Vue, and
the Reverse Tuck folding cartons, the question whether to
use folding or set up cartons for Polaroid Corporation's
entire line presented itself, 'In order to arrive at the
proper decision, each product was analyzed with the follow-
ing questions and problems in mind:
1, Will present volume justify the purchase
of a folding carton for this product?
2, Will a folding carton provide adequate
5
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protection for this product against scar-
ring, breakage, tampering, and curling from
the point of manufacture on througih to the
point of consumption?
3, Can a particular style of folding carton
reflect the quality of the product?
4« How are our competitors packaging similar
products? Will a change in design gain
or lose competitive position?
5, What is the profit margin on this product?
How much can we spend for packaging?
6» Ease and economy in handling, packing and
shipping.
7. Methods of handling and displaying this
product at the retail level.
8. For how long a period does the ultimate
consumer retain the package?
9. Availability of storage space.
10. Can the folding carton manufacturer, whose
average delivery time is four to six months,
I
meet our production schedule? Or,
I
1I
11. Will the set up manufacturer's ability
to manufacture and deliver small or large
amounts daily or weekly best meet our
production schedule and requirements?
Many candy manufacturers, who change their
candy bar sizes from time to time, find that consideration
#10 precludes the possibility of their using folding boxes*
The set up box manufacturer best meets the confectioners
needs because he can make size or style changes from day
to day.
Although it was found that the folding carton
would provide adequate protection in the cases tried, it
was agreed by the box maker and the Polaroid Corporation
that in the long run the set up box would provide more
protection. This was and is true of shipments made to
foreign countries where excessive handling in transit,
changing weather conditions and sundry circumstances
require the maximiam in protective strength. In the cases
where volume justified the packaging of the item in a
folding carton and the product was undergoing extra hand-
ling, set up boxes were used for foreign trade and folding
for domestic distribution.
After analyzing their product line consisting of
some 125 items, it was found that the volume of 31 products

made them eligible for folding carton packaging. The
processing of these 31 items through the remaining ten
considerations disclosed that fdvur of these products demand-
ed set up boxes or if possible a package that had both the
protective advantages of the set up box and the price ad-
vantage of the folding box.
A description of the manner in which these prod-
ucts were finally packaged will serve to further illustrate
the attributes of the set up box and introduce the Metal
Edge Box to this discussion.
I» Camera & Exposure Meter
Set Up Boxes
Two of the four products, cameras and exposure
meters, demanded set up cartons because of the maximum pro-
tection needed and because their value and competitive po-
sition rated an impressive package.
The Finished-Picture-In-A-Minute Camera and the
Exposure Meter were packaged in expensive, sturdy, inner
and outer wrapped set up boxes with •*place -holding" inserts.
These containers, as shown in the photograph on the follow-
ing page, provide all of the many advantageeus features of
the set up box.
If the reader were to inspect these two packages

Figure 15.
Polaroid Corporation's
Camera and Exposure
Meter Set Up Boxes.
It
on the re taller »s counter, shelf or in his window display
he would see at first hand the luxurious effect of the
leather-simulated wraps; the "kos ture-vaporproof " linings;
the \inique display value of the centerpiece "place-holder"
In the exposure meter box; the novel cover arrangement of
the camera box; and, by actually feeling the box appreci-
ate not only the progress of embossed paper manufacturers,
but the general sturdiness and permanence of the box itself
These two set up boxes are truly excellent samples of which
the set up box craft can be justly proud.
The camera box is actually a double-box. The in-
ner container is lined with "mois ture-vaporproof " paper for
the protection of the camera against inclement conditions,
etc. The outer shell is a two-piece neck or shoulder
style set up box. The inner container is glued to the
outside shell.
The retail value of the camera and the exposure
meter as well as the fact that they are displayed with
competing items wBaich are merchandised in leather carrying
cases or impressive set up boxes demanded that, even though
they were volume items, they be packaged in more than ade-
quate set up boxes to maintain a competitive position on
the dealer's counter, shelf or in his ndLndow. Along with
these attributes of the set up box, the camera and meter
r
inherited the inherent packaging advantages of the set up
box, namely, protection, dual-use, permanence and eye-ap-
peal.
J« Metal Edge Boxes
With the packaging of the camera and the expos-
ure meter in set up boxes, Polaroid Corporation was left
with two volume items to package— the Industrial Safety
Goggles and the Dark-Adaptor Goggles*
Both of these items were distributed through the
same channels, industrial supply houses, hardware stores,
etc. The manner in which they were merchandised did not
require lavish or unique containers. Their prime packag-
ing requisite was protection, but in no way excluded the
necessity of an eye appealing carton.
Folding cartons, on the one hand, would not pro-
vide the degree of protection necessary and the set up box,
on the other hand, could not be purchased at a unit price
in keeping with the vol\ime purchased. These complex reasons
required a package of paradoxes. The metal edge box is
just such a package. Firstly, it is not so much a package
as a method of packaging. Secondly, though in its finish-
ed state it is definitely and stoutly a set up box while
in its unfinished state it is a folding box and is generally
1«l
1
classified as such. The fact Is^ the metal edge box belongs
in both classifications.
Reduced to simplest terms, the packaging method is
a method whereby boxes are shipped to the customer's plant
in the flat ; then assembled on a stayer in accordance with
his daily requirements. A pictorial description of this
method may be found in the Appendix.
Fig. 14. Metal Edge Box
As in the case of most folding box styles, metal
edge boxes are often assembled or "made up** as a step in a
production line.
Since no adhesive is employed, box edges stand up
under humid conditions which tend to break down other boxes.
The boxes are also unappetizing to vermin.

The quality of the flbreboard makes possible fine
printing effects. The appearance of two and three color
printing can be achieved with one and two impressions when
colored board is used. Both board and metal stays are
available in a range of colors.
En^jloying one basic system, metal edge boxes of
many sizes and styles may be produced. They may be prac«»
tically any length and width, and may be one to twelve in-
ches deep.
With the selection of the metal edge box as the
answer to the packaging of the Industrial Safety Goggles
and the Dark-Adaptor Goggles, the Polaroid Corporation
completed the reconstruction of their packaging methods.
Pig. 15. A Composite View of Folding & Set Up,
Metal Edge Boxes in Ri^ht foreground .

Figure 16«
A Few of Polaroid Corporation's Set Up Boxes
•
Figure 17,
A Few of Polaroid Corporation's Folding Bo2:es,

VII. THESIS SUMMATION
The conclusions that have been drawn from the
study of the packaging experiences in this thesis cannot,
by any stretch of the imagination, be construed as the
ultimate answer to the objective of this study. Iliere
is no ultimate answer, A definite boundary line cannot
be drawn between the two forms of packaging highlighted
in this study. The limitless variations that each form
can physically take precludes the possibility of a boiandary
line being drawn between them.
Many of the attributes of each form of package
discussed can be duplicated by the other. Nevertheless,
each has certain advantages which a prospective user must
consider when choosing between them. Under certain cir-
cumstances, set up is better than folding for a particular
product. A change of one or more of the considerations
would dictate the selection of the folding form for the
same product. A set up paper box can replace a folding
box and vice versa.
An academic definition will not supply the
answer as to when one shall replace the other.
The decision to replace one with the other can
only be arrived at by a thorough examination of all the
aspects peculiar to the particular packaging problem.

Thxis, in short, there Is no panacea to the problem-—
-
Folding or Set Up?
"^e collective opinion of the most reputable
set up and folding box manufacturers In this area is that
the best that can be contributed by this analysis is an
intelligent and unbiased appraisal of both forms of pack-
aging along with a sincere examination and exposition of
the considerations that manufacturers must analyze when
selecting the ideal package of the two forms for their
particular product.
The contentions presented herein do not discount,
nor are they meant to minimize, the meritful contribution
of the packaging cases exploited in this thesis, The cases
studied have made major contributions; first, in the con-
clusion that a definite line of demarcation cannot be drawn;
and, second, they have brought to light the considerations
that prospective users must take into account and analyze
when deciding which form is best suited to their particular
packaging requirements
•
TWhat are these considerations?
1, Is production of the product large enough
to gain the econom|.es offered by the folding
box?
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2, Will a folding box or a set up box best meet
our handling, packing and shipping methods?
3, Is our product subject to seasonal variations?
4, If this product Is subject to seasonal vari-
ations, does the folding carton or set up
carton manufacturer's delivering and pricing
practices best meet our production schedule
and packaging budget?
5» Can the folding box manufacturer, whose aver-
age delivery time Is four to six months, meet
our production schedule? Or,
6. Will the set up manufacturer's ability to
manufacture and deliver small or large amounts
dally or weekly best meet our production schedule
and product requirements?
7. Can our storage facilities accomodate set up
boxes and still meet our production require-
ments for boxes?
8. Which form best Identifies my product In a
manner consistent with the quality of the
merchandise and the character of our establish-
ment?

9, Methods of handling and displaying the prod-
uct at the retail level.
10 • How are our competitors packaging their prod-
uct? Will a change In design gain or lose
competitive position?
11 • Which form offers maximum convenience to the
consumer at the time of opening, during use,
and as a storage container when required?
12, Which form Is best able to provide protection
to my product against all hazards to which It
is likely to be subjected at any time?
After deciding which form is best suited to his
product, production methods and budget, the manufacturer
can then select one of the myriad of styles that will best
house the characteristics of his product.
The style selected will differ with types of prod-
ucts and with types of display to which the products are
subjected. Product characteristics such as the weight of
the product, size, shape, value, class of merchandise, pack-
ing requirements, protection needed and general appearance
are style and design factors. Then also, consumer and
dealer handling, trade tradition and decorative effect
I
desired are other factors to be considered in the style
and design selection.

APPENDIX
A. Pictorial description of the
metal edge packaging method,
B, Samples of set up box wraps.
1
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